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MBA Alumni Lounge with voestalpine CEO Wolfgang Eder 

"From crisis to global future" 
 

Yesterday evening, the alumni of the WU Executive Academy were privileged to 
welcome Dr. Wolfgang Eder, Chairman and CEO of the globally active voestalpine 
group, in their midst on the occasion of the first MBA Alumni Lounge to take place 
on the new Campus WU. During the exclusive event in the foyer of the WU 
Executive Academy, the top decision-maker and industry pioneer, who thinks 
outside the box and has decades of experience under his belt, shared his strategies 
for achieving management success and dealing with the challenges ahead. He was 
interviewed by Prof. Bodo B. Schlegelmilch, Dean of the WU Executive Academy, 
who also acted as master of ceremonies for the evening. 
 
Few industrial companies in Europe have weathered the recent financial and economic crisis 
as successfully as voestalpine. As a result of consistently pursuing a downstream strategy 
and of specializing in and focusing on core segments, voestalpine has long been a global 
steel-based technology and industrial goods group, leaving many of its competitors and 
Europe's hard-hit steel industry far behind. 
 
"Going global"—bucking the crisis by expanding into growth markets around the 
globe 
This is the motto that voestalpine has worked by for years under the leadership of Wolfgang 
Eder, who is also the incumbent president of Eurofer and will take over as chairman of the 
World Steel Association in fall. His ingredients for success are the following: a professional 
approach to crisis management, a focus on specialist high-tech products, steady value-
adding growth, a record research budget of about 140 million euro per year and highly 
motivated employees: 
 
"Our workforce is our biggest asset. As the chairman and CEO of voestalpine, I am 
particularly eager to offer education and training not just to our leadership team; my 
ambition is to provide each and every staff member with the opportunity to grow his or her 
skills. That is why each year we spend some 50 million euro on skills development, giving 
our approximately 47,000 employees at 500 locations in 50 countries worldwide a 
considerable competitive edge in terms of innovation and motivation," said Wolfgang Eder. 
 
 

 

FOTO, folgt am Donnerstag nach der Veranstaltung 

Prof. Bodo B. Schlegelmilch interviewing Dr. Wolfgang Eder during the Alumni Lounge 
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